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Abstract 1 
 2 
SynGAP is a postsynaptic density (PSD) protein that binds to PDZ domains of the scaffold protein PSD-3 
95.  We previously reported that heterozygous deletion of synGAP in mice is correlated with increased 4 
steady-state levels of other key PSD proteins that bind PSD-95, although the level of PSD-95 remains 5 
constant (Walkup et al., 2016). For example, the ratio to PSD-95 of Transmembrane AMPA-Receptor-6 
associated Proteins (TARPs), which mediate binding of AMPA-type glutamate receptors to PSD-95, was 7 
increased in young synGAP+/- mice. Here we show that a highly significant increase in TARP in the PSDs 8 
of young synGAP+/- rodents is present only in females and not in males. The data reveal a sex difference in 9 
the adaptation of the PSD scaffold to synGAP heterozygosity.  10 
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    SynGAP is a Ras/Rap GTPase Activating Protein that is specifically expressed in neurons and is highly 11 
concentrated in the postsynaptic density (PSD) of glutamatergic synapses in the brain (Chen et al., 1998; 12 
Kim et al., 1998). Mutations in the human gene synGAP1 that cause heterozygous deletion or dysfunction 13 
of synGAP result in a severe form of intellectual disability (synGAP haploinsufficiency, also called 14 
Mental Retardation type 5 [MRD5]) often accompanied by autism and/or seizures (Berryer et al., 2013; 15 
Hamdan et al., 2011; Hamdan et al., 2009). In mice, heterozygous deletion of synGAP causes similar 16 
neurological deficits; homozygous deletion causes death a few days after birth (Komiyama et al., 2002; 17 
Vazquez et al., 2004). 18 
    One function of synGAP is to regulate the balance of active Ras and Rap at the postsynaptic membrane 19 
(Walkup et al., 2015), thereby controlling the balance of exocytosis and endocytosis of AMPA-type 20 
glutamate receptors (Zhu et al., 2002) and contributing to regulation of the actin cytoskeleton (Tolias et 21 
al., 2005). In a recent paper in eLife (Walkup et al., 2016), we postulated a second function which 22 
involves regulation of anchoring of AMPA-type glutamate receptors (AMPARs) in the PSD. AMPARs 23 
are tethered to the scaffold protein PSD-95 in the PSD by auxiliary subunits called TARPs 24 
(Transmembrane AMPA Receptor-associated Proteins, Tomita et al., 2003). TARPs contain a PDZ ligand 25 
that binds to PDZ domains in PSD-95. An early event in induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) is 26 
increased trapping of AMPARs that is mediated by enhanced binding of TARPs to PDZ domains (Tomita 27 
et al., 2005). SynGAP is also anchored in the PSD by binding of its α1 splice variant to the PDZ domains 28 
of PSD-95 (Kim et al., 1998; McMahon et al., 2012; Walkup et al., 2016). SynGAP is nearly as abundant 29 
in the PSD fraction as PSD-95, which suggests that it occupies a large fraction of PDZ domains and can 30 
compete with TARPs for binding to PSD-95 (Chen et al., 1998; Dosemeci et al., 2007). During induction 31 
of  LTP, calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) is activated and phosphorylates 32 
synGAP, increasing the rate of inactivation of Rap relative to Ras, and, at the same time, causing a 33 
decrease in the affinity of synGAP-α1 for the PDZ domains of PSD-95 (Walkup et al., 2015, 2016). We 34 
postulated that the decreased affinity of synGAP for PSD-95 might contribute to induction of LTP by 35 
allowing TARPs and their associated AMPARs to compete more effectively for binding to the PDZ 36 
domains and thus increase their anchoring in the PSD. If this hypothesis is correct, one consequence could 37 
be that induction of LTP would be disrupted in synGAP heterozygotes because the transient shift in 38 
competition for PDZ binding by synGAP would be less potent as a result of the mutation. A second 39 
possible consequence could be that the steady state level of TARPs bound to PSD-95 in PSDs would be 40 
increased in synGAP heterozygotes because the steady state level of synGAP is reduced.  41 
    In our original study, we tested the second possibility by determining the ratio of TARPs to PSD-95 in 42 
PSD fractions prepared from pooled forebrains of synGAP+/- (HET) and of wild type (WT) mice (5 WT 43 
males and 1 WT female; 4 HET males and 2 HET females, ranging in age from 7.9 weeks to 12.4 weeks)  44 
The ratio of synGAP to PSD-95 was 25% reduced in PSDs from the HET mice compared to WT.  As we 45 
had predicted, the average ratio of TARPs to PSD-95 showed a small (12%) but significant increase in 46 
PSDs from the HET animals compared to WT (Walkup et al., 2016). We also found a small but 47 
significant increase in the ratio of LRRTM2 (14%) and neuroligin-2 (9%) to PSD-95.  The ratio of 48 
neuroligin-1 to PSD-95 was unchanged. 49 
    To attempt to reproduce these findings with a larger data set and to examine the biological variability in 50 
the relationship between the amount of synGAP and the amount of TARP in PSD fractions, we devised a 51 
method to isolate PSD fractions from individual WT and HET rodents and we measured the ratios of 52 
synGAP and TARPs to PSD-95 in each individual PSD fraction. We also measured the ratios of GluN2B, 53 
neuroligin1, and neuroligin2 to PSD-95. We were able to study mice and rat HETs by using a new rat 54 
mutant in which one copy of the synGAP gene is inactivated by the CRISPR-Cas9 method.    55 
    When the data was averaged over all WT and HET animals in this large data set, the TARP/PSD-95 56 
ratio in PSDs was not different between WT and HET animals. Nonetheless, we confirmed our earlier 57 
conclusion by using the more powerful Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient to show a statistically 58 
significant inverse correlation between the synGAP/PSD-95 and TARPs/PSD-95 ratios in individual PSD 59 
fractions from HET rodents. However, to our surprise, when data from HET rodents are separated by sex, 60 
the inverse correlation is present only in females and not in males. The large and highly significant 61 
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inverse correlation in HET females drives a significant inverse correlation in the pools of all HET animals 62 
and of all female animals. The inverse correlation is not found in any subset of animals that contains only 63 
males.   64 
 65 
Results 66 
Creation of rat synGAP KO by the CRISPR-Cas9 method. CRISPR/Cas9 technology was used to 67 
establish a SynGAP1 KO rat line that harbors a frameshift mutation in exon8 of SynGAP1 (Fig. 1A), 68 
which prevents expression of the protein. SynGAP protein expression level is reduced by 50% in HET 69 
knockout rats compared to wild-type (WT) and is absent in homozygous knockouts (Fig. 1B). While 70 
SynGAP KO rats die perinatally, SynGAP HET rats appear healthy and fertile. 71 
 72 
Fig. 1. Generation of synGAP null rats. A) SynGAP 73 
targeting strategy introduces a frame shift mutation 74 
into exon 8. B) Quantification of synGAP  75 
immunoblots (inset) of cortical homogenates was 76 
performed as described in Methods. 77 
 78 
Average synGAP/PSD-95 and TARP/PSD-95 79 
ratios in WT and HET rodents.  PSD fractions were 80 
prepared from the forebrains of 165 individual rodents, 81 
comprising 82 WT and 83 HETs, as described under 82 
Materials and Methods. The total sample included 81 83 
females ( 39 WT, 42 HET), and 84 males (43 WT, 41 84 
HET).  In each category, approximately half of the 85 
animals were rats and half were mice; approximately 86 
half were 7.5 weeks old and half were 12.5 weeks old.  87 
The ratio of synGAP/PSD-95 and TARP/PSD-95, 88 
averaged over all of the rodents, are summarized in the 89 
two bars labeled “All” (Fig 2A,B, left).  As expected, 90 
the synGAP/PSD-95 ratio (Fig. 2A, left) is reduced by 22% in HET rodents compared to WT (the WT 91 
level is indicated by a dotted line). However, the ratio of TARP to PSD-95 (Fig. 2B, left) is not 92 
significantly changed. The results were similar for averages of animals grouped by sex, species, and age 93 
(Fig. 2 A and B), except for 7 wk old female mice in which the ratio of TARPs to PSD-95 was 94 
significantly reduced compared to WT. This value may have been influenced by lower overall expression 95 
of TARPS in 7 week old mice. We also noted more variability in the averaged ratios of TARP to PSD-95 96 
for females (Fig 2B, right) compared to males (Fig. 2B, middle). Taken as a whole, it appears that the 97 
averaged results do not reproduce our original finding in Walkup et al. (2016).  98 
Spearman’s correlation coefficient reveals that the synGAP/PSD-95 and TARP/PSD-95 ratios are 99 
inversely correlated only in females.  Comparison of averaged ratios is not a perfect measure of the 100 
correlation between two ratios among individuals.  Therefore, we used a more direct measure, 101 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient r, to test for correlation between the synGAP/PSD-95 and 102 
TARP/PSD-95 ratios among individuals. This statistic measures whether a monotonic correlation exists 103 
between the rank orders of the magnitudes of two variables in a data set.  If the ranks of the two variables 104 
correlate perfectly, Spearman’s r is 1; if there is no correlation, it is zero; and if the ranks are perfectly 105 
anti-correlated, it is -1.  106 
We first established that the amounts of PSD-95 per PSD protein are not statistically different 107 
between HETs and WT or between male and female subgroups (Fig. 3S1). Thus, differences among 108 
individuals in the target protein/PSD-95 ratio can be interpreted as differences in the concentrations of the 109 
target protein in the PSD fractions. 110 
 111 
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Figure 2. Averaged ratios of synGAP and 112 
TARPs to PSD-95 in PSDs from WT and 113 
HET Rats and Mice.  PSDs were purified 114 
from the brains of individual animals as 115 
described under Methods. The ratios of 116 
synGAP to PSD-95 (A) and TARPs to 117 
PSD-95 (B) were determined as described 118 
under Methods.  Ratios from HET animals 119 
(bars) are normalized to the ratios from 120 
WT animals (dotted lines). Antibodies 121 
against synGAP, TARPS, and PSD-95 are 122 
the same as those used in (Walkup et al., 123 
2016). The antibody against synGAP 124 
(AB_2287112) recognizes all isoforms of 125 
synGAP. The antibody against TARPs 126 
(AB_877307) recognizes TARP-γ2, γ3, γ4, 127 
and γ8. The sample sizes for each group 128 
and the significance tests are as follows:  129 
A)  all animals WT=79 and HET=78, one-130 
tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank 131 
test;  132 
male mouse 7.5 weeks WT=11 and 133 
HET=9,  one-tailed Student T-test;  134 
male mouse 12.5 weeks WT=11 and HET=8, one-tailed Student T-test with Welch’s correction;  135 
male rat 7.5 weeks WT=11 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  136 
male rat 12.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=11, one-tailed Student T-test;  137 
female mouse 7.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=12, one-tailed Student T-test with Welch’s correction;  138 
female mouse 12.5 WT=9 and HET=9, one-tailed Student T-test;  139 
female rat 7.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  140 
female rat 12.5 weeks WT=9 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test.  141 
B)   all animals WT=77 and HET=80, one-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test;  142 
male mouse 7.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=9, one-tailed Student T-test;  143 
male mouse 12.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=10, one-tailed Mann Whitney test;  144 
male rat 7.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  145 
male rat 12.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=1, one-tailed Student T-test;  146 
female mouse 7.5 weeks WT=9 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  147 
female mouse 12.5 WT=9 and HET=10, one-tailed Mann Whitney test;  148 
female rat 7.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  149 
female rat 12.5 weeks WT=9 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test with Welch’s correction. 150 
Significance: * for p ≤ 0.05, ** for  p ≤ 0.01, *** for p ≤ 0.001, and ****  for p ≤ 0.0001. 151 
A comparison of rank orders among individuals across the four cohorts (7.5 week old mice, 7.5 week 152 
old rats, 12.5 week old mice, and 12.5 week old rats) required an additional normalization. The average 153 
intensities of staining for proteins differed significantly between the cohorts, presumably because of 154 
developmental changes in protein expression. We therefore normalized the ratios for all cohorts to 155 
account for these average differences, as described under Methods. The normalization enabled us to look 156 
for correlations between ratios among individuals across cohorts. 157 
Fig. 3 contains scatter plots of the TARP/PSD-95 ratio against the synGAP/PSD-95 ratio in 158 
individual PSDs from the indicated data sets.  Fig. 3A contains the plot for all 165 animals. Rows two (B., 159 
E., and H.) and three (C., F., and I.) show separate plots for WT and HET animals, respectively; columns 160 
two (D., E., and F.) and three (G., H., and I) show separate plots for females and males, and data from 161 
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HET animals are indicated in orange to highlight that they have a lower average synGAP/PSD-95 ratio 162 
than WT animals.  In each plot, Spearman’s r is given, along with the p-value indicating the probability 163 
that Spearman’s r differs from zero.  P-values that indicate statistical significance are in red.  For 164 
reference, red lines through the points in each graph show the best linear fit determined by regression.  165 
There is not a statistically significant inverse correlation (negative Spearman’s r) between the two ratios 166 
for the group of all animals (Fig. 3A).   167 
Figure 3. Correlation of the ratios TARPs/PSD-95 and synGAP/PSD-95 among individual animals. Each 168 
point represents a single animal. Corrected ratios and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients were 169 
determined as described under Methods.  A) All animals, including all genotypes, ages, species, and 170 
sexes. Black, WT; Orange, HET; n = 152.  B) All WT animals, including all ages, species, and sexes. 171 
Black, males; Blue, females. n = 76. C) All HET animals, including all ages, species, and sexes. Black, 172 
males; Blue, females; n = 76. D) All female animals, including all genotypes, ages, and species. Black, 173 
WT; Orange, HET; n = 75. E) All WT females including all ages and species. n = 36. F) All HET 174 
females, including all ages and species. n= 39. G) All male animals, including all genotypes, ages, and 175 
species. Black, WT; Orange, HET.  n = 77. H) All WT males, including all ages and species. n = 40. I) 176 
All HET males, including all ages and species. n = 37.  Significant p-values for Spearman’s rank 177 
correlation coefficient are shown in red. 178 
Figs. 3B, and C contain plots for all WT and all HET animals, respectively, with ratios from female 179 
animals indicated in blue. These data show that, at steady state in vivo, lower amounts of synGAP in 180 
PSDs from the HET animals (Fig. 3C) correlate with higher amounts of TARP; whereas there is no 181 
correlation in WT animals (Fig. 3B). This finding supports our original report (Walkup et al., 2016).    182 
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The data from all females (Fig. 3D) show an inverse correlation between the two ratios that just 183 
reaches statistical significance.  In contrast, the data from all males (fig. 3G) shows no correlation.  184 
Similarly, WT females and WT males (Figs. 3E and H) show no correlation. Strikingly, the data from 185 
HET females (Fig. 3F) show the largest inverse correlation of all the data sets, with a Spearman’s r = -186 
0.498 and a p-value = 0.0006.  HET males (Fig. 3I) show no significant correlation.  The strong inverse 187 
correlation between the amount of synGAP and the amount of TARP in PSDs from HET females (Fig. 188 
3F) likely drives the inverse correlation observed for pooled HET animals (Fig. 3C) and pooled females 189 
(Fig. 3D).  These results mean that, between 7.5 and 12.5 weeks of age, synGAP heterozygosity has a 190 
much greater effect on the content of TARPs in the PSDs of female animals than in those of males. The 191 
simplest explanation for this is that in HET females, the structure of the PSD, which is determined by 192 
multiple equilibria among several proteins, is such that TARP and synGAP compete directly for bindingto 193 
PSD-95; whereas in HET males, this particular competition is not significant. Possible underlying 194 
mechanisms are outlined in the Discussion. 195 
We also compared data sets from mice and rats at 7.5 weeks and 12.5 weeks (Fig. 3S2). These data 196 
sets were small (9 or 10 animals). Nevertheless, they show a statistically significant inverse correlation 197 
between TARP/PSD-95 and synGAP/PSD-95 in HET female mice at both 7.5 and 12.5 weeks. In data 198 
from  HET rats at 7.5 weeks, the inverse correlation is very close to significance; at 12.5 weeks, it is less 199 
significant, but still shows a trend. In the corresponding males, none of the data sets shows a statistically 200 
significant inverse correlation. More data would be required to make a definitive conclusion, but the 201 
results suggest that competition between synGAP and TARP for binding to PSD-95 in females is more 202 
prominent at 7 weeks than at 12 weeks, and more prominent in mice than in rats. 203 
Effect of synGAP haploinsufficiency on the relative levels of other PSD proteins.  In our previous 204 
paper, we examined the levels of neuroligins 1 and 2 (NLG-1, -2), and of the surface protein LRRTM2. In 205 
this study, we re-examined the effect of reduction of synGAP on the levels of NLG-1 and 2 in the PSD   206 
Fig. 4. Averaged ratios of GluN2B, NLG1, 207 
and NLG-2 to PSD-95 in synGAP mice and 208 
rat HETs. PSDs were purified as in Fig. 2. 209 
Ratios were determined as described under 210 
Methods.  Ratios from HET animals (bars) 211 
are normalized to the ratios from WT 212 
animals (dotted lines).  213 
A) GluN2B/PSD-95. Sample sizes and 214 
significance tests are as follows:  215 
 all animals WT=81 and HET=82, one-216 
tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank 217 
test;  218 
 male mouse 7.5 weeks WT=11 and 219 
HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  220 
 male mouse 12.5 weeks WT=11 and 221 
HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  222 
 male rat 7.5 weeks WT=11 and 223 
HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  224 
 male rat 12.5 weeks WT=10 and 225 
HET=11, one-tailed Student T-test;  226 
 female mouse 7.5 weeks WT=10 and 227 
HET=12, one-tailed Student T-test;  228 
 female mouse 12.5 WT=9 and HET=9, 229 
one-tailed Student T-test;  230 
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 female rat 7.5 weeks WT=9 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test with Welch’s correction;  231 
 female rat 12.5 weeks WT=9 and HET=9, one-tailed Student T-test with Welch’s correction.  232 
B) NLG-1/PSD-95. Sample sizes and significance tests are as follows:  233 
all animals WT=81 and HET=83, one-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test;  234 
male mouse 7.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  235 
male mouse 12.5 weeks WT=11 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  236 
male rat 7.5 weeks WT=11 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  237 
male rat 12.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=11, one-tailed Student T-test;  238 
female mouse 7.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=12, one-tailed Student T-test;  239 
female mouse 12.5 WT=10 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  240 
female rat 7.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=11, one-tailed Mann-Whitney test;  241 
female rat 12.5 weeks WT=9 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test with Welch’s correction. 242 
C) NLG-2/PSD-95. Sample sizes and significance tests are as follows:  243 
all animals WT=79 and HET=79, one-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test;  244 
male mouse 7.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  245 
male mouse 12.5 weeks WT=11 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  246 
male rat 7.5 weeks WT=11 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  247 
male rat 12.5 weeks WT=10 and HET=11, one-tailed Student T-test;  248 
female mouse 7.5 weeks WT=9 and HET=12, one-tailed Student T-test with Welch’s correction;  249 
female mouse 12.5 WT=10 and HET=9, one-tailed Student T-test;  250 
female rat 7.5 weeks WT=9 and HET=10, one-tailed Student T-test;  251 
female rat 12.5 weeks WT=9 and HET=8, one-tailed Student T-test with Welch’s correction. 252 
Significance: * for p ≤ 0.05, ** for  p ≤ 0.01, *** for p ≤ 0.001, and ****  for p ≤ 0.0001. 253 
and looked at the effect on levels of GluN2B, a subunit of the NMDA-type glutamate receptor that binds 254 
most avidly to PDZ2 of PSD-95. We predicted that the level of GluN2B would be less affected than 255 
TARPs or NLGs by reduction of synGAP because synGAP has lower affinity for PDZ2 than for PDZ1 256 
and PDZ3 (Walkup et al., 2016). 257 
The ratios of the three proteins to PSD-95 in HET and WT rodents, averaged over the same PSD 258 
fractions shown in Figs. 2A and B, are shown in the bars labeled “All” in Fig. 4A, B, and C (left). 259 
GluN2B exhibits a highly significant reduction of about 10% in HETs compared to WT; NLG-1 shows no 260 
change; and NLG-2 increases significantly by about 7%.  There is no significant difference in these ratios 261 
between rat and mouse, males and females, or between 7.5 week and 12.5 week old animals.  The absence 262 
of any change in NLG-1 and the slight increase in NLG-2 recapitulate our findings in Walkup et al. 263 
(2016).  264 
Spearman’s correlation coefficient reveals that the levels of GluN2B and levels of synGAP in PSDs 265 
are positively correlated.   Fig. 5 contains ratios of GluN2B to PSD-95 plotted against ratios of synGAP 266 
to PSD-95 measured in the same set of individual PSDs shown in Fig 3. A, D, and G.  Data for all 267 
animals (Fig. 5A), female animals (Fig. 5B), and male animals (Fig. 5C) show positive Spearman’s r 268 
values of ~ 0.4 with p-values indicating a highly significant difference from zero. The positive correlation 269 
is present in both WT (black) and HET (orange) animals.  These results support our hypothesis that 270 
synGAP does not compete with GluN2B for binding to PSD-95. To the contrary, the data suggest that a 271 
higher level of synGAP leads to higher localization of GluN2B; and, therefore, NMDA-type glutamate 272 
receptors, to the PSD (see Discussion). 273 
Spearman’s correlation coefficient shows no significant correlation between levels of NLG-1 and 2 274 
and levels of synGAP in PSDs.  Our previous results showed no effect of synGAP haploinsufficiency on 275 
the amount of NLG-1 in PSDs and only a small effect on the level of NLG-2.  The pooled data in Fig. 4C 276 
and Spearman’s r in Fig. 6B reproduce those findings. However, the significance of Spearman’s r 277 
between levels of NLG-2 and synGAP in PSDs shows only a strong trend toward an inverse correlation 278 
(Fig. 6A). 279 
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Figure 5. Correlation of the ratios GluN2B/PSD-95 and 280 
synGAP/PSD-95 for individual animals. Each point 281 
represents a single animal. Black, WT; Orange, HET. A) 282 
All animals including all genotypes, ages, species, and 283 
sexes. n = 158.  B) All female animals, including all 284 
genotypes, ages, and species. n = 77. C) All male animals, 285 
including all genotypes, ages, and species. n = 81. 286 
Significant p-values for Spearman’s rank correlation 287 
coefficient are shown in red. 288 
Discussion 289 
The most striking new result of this study is the 290 
discovery of a sex difference in the adaptation of the PSD 291 
scaffold to synGAP haploinsufficiency. Specifically, we 292 
show that a decrease in the steady-state concentration of 293 
synGAP in rodent PSDs correlates with a higher 294 
concentration of TARPs in PSDs only in females and not in 295 
males. In female HETs, the rank correlation coefficient 296 
between the concentrations of TARP and synGAP in PSDs 297 
is -0.5, which suggests a relatively high competition 298 
between the two proteins for binding to PDZ domains of 299 
PSD-95 in vivo. This competition does not affect the 300 
composition of PSDs in male HETs.  301 
SynGAP haploinsufficiency causes about 4% of cases 302 
of sporadic intellectual disability (ID) in humans, often 303 
accompanied by seizures and autistic behaviors (Berryer et 304 
al., 2013).  If the sex difference in the interaction of 305 
synGAP with TARPs in the rodent PSD is also present in 306 
humans, it might result in differences between girls and 307 
boys in the prevalence of some of the associated symptoms.  308 
The PSD is formed by multiple interactions among the 309 
major scaffold proteins and “client” signaling proteins 310 
which are concentrated in the PSD by their association with 311 
the scaffold proteins (Kennedy, 2013; Kennedy et al., 2005; Sheng and Kim, 2011). 312 
       At any one time, the composition of a PSD is a dynamic equilibrium among all the possible protein 313 
associations, driven by the relative concentrations of each protein in a spine, and the relative affinities of 314 
their mutual binding domains (e.g. Gray et al., 2006). The simplest interpretation of our present result is 315 
that there is a difference between males and females in the composition or regulation of proteins in PSDs 316 
which causes the concentration of TARPs in PSDs to be sensitive to the steady-state concentration of 317 
synGAP in females, but not males. This occurs despite the fact that there is no difference between males 318 
and females in the amount of synGAP in PSDs of either genotype.   319 
In our recent eLife paper, we postulated that synGAP-α1, which contains a PDZ ligand, competes 320 
with TARPs for binding to PSD-95 and therefore helps to limit the number of AMPARs immobilized at 321 
the synapse (Walkup et al., 2016). This hypothesis has two possible corollaries. One is that transient 322 
phosphorylation of synGAP by CaMKII during induction of LTP, which reduces the affinity of its PDZ 323 
ligand for PSD-95, will allow more binding of TARP to the PDZ domains; and thus contribute to 324 
increased trapping of AMPARs (see Opazo and Choquet, 2011; Tomita et al., 2005). The second 325 
corollary, which is addressed in this study, concerns the steady-state composition of PSDs in synGAP+/- 326 
rodents. If, at steady-state, the concentration of synGAP in WTs is high enough to effectively compete 327 
with binding of TARPs to PSD-95, then, in HET rodents, which have a reduced concentration of  328 
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 329 
Figure 6. Correlation of the ratios of NLG-2/PSD-95 or 330 
NLG-1/PSD-95 and synGAP/PSD-95 for individual 331 
animals. Each point represents a single animal. Black, WT; 332 
Orange, HET. A) Correlation of NLG-2/PSD-95. All 333 
animals, including all genotypes, ages, species, and sexes. 334 
n = 153.  B) Correlation of NLG-1/PSD-95. All animals, 335 
including all genotypes, ages, species, and sexes. n = 159.  336 
P-values of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient 337 
indicate no significant correlation. 338 
synGAP, the concentration of TARPs (and thus AMPARs) 339 
in the PSD will be higher than in WT. Indeed, we 340 
previously reported a higher concentration of TARPs in 341 
PSDs isolated from a pool of six HET mice compared to a 342 
pool of six WT mice. The pools were approximately 343 
matched for age and sex; but the HET pool contained two 344 
females, whereas the WT pool contained one (Walkup et 345 
al., 2016). Because the increase in concentration of TARPs 346 
in the HET pool was significant but small, we decided to 347 
examine the correlation of TARP and synGAP 348 
concentrations in a large set of individual PSDs. To do this, 349 
we developed a method for isolating PSDs from individual 350 
rodents.  The analysis supports the hypothesis that 351 
synGAP-α1 does indeed compete with steady-state binding 352 
of TARPs to PSD-95 in some circumstances.  353 
There are many possible mechanistic explanations for the sex difference in sensitivity of TARPs to 354 
the concentration of synGAP. One simple one is that additional protein(s) are present in females that 355 
compete with synGAP for binding to PDZ domains of PSD-95. The resulting “crowding” could make 356 
binding of TARP to PSD-95 more sensitive to loss of synGAP in females. 357 
 Another is that an additional protein which can compete with TARP more strongly than synGAP for 358 
binding to PSD-95 is present in male PSDs, but not in female PSDs. In this case, reduction of synGAP in 359 
PSDs of males would be expected to have little effect on the concentration of TARPs. Interestingly, 360 
despite any differences between males and females in mechanism, the mean steady-state ratio of TARPs 361 
to PSD-95 in the two sexes is not significantly different among WTs or HETs. 362 
Two recent studies have documented sex differences in regulation of synaptic plasticity.  Wang et al. 363 
(2018) found that 7 to 12 week old female rodents (the same age range used in our study) have higher 364 
synaptic levels of membrane estrogen receptor alpha (mERalpha) and, in contrast to males, require 365 
activation of mERalpha for activation of some of the signaling kinases that support long-term 366 
potentiation.  This difference results in a higher threshold in females for LTP and for some forms of 367 
spatial learning.  Jain et al. (2019), studying hippocampal slices from 7 to 10 week old rats, found that 368 
estrogen-induced plasticity, which occurs in both males and females, requires synergistic activation of L-369 
type Ca2+ channels and internal Ca2+ stores in females; whereas in males, either of the two sources is 370 
sufficient. In addition, activity-dependent LTP requires activation of protein kinase A in females, but not 371 
in males. They conclude that there are latent sex differences in mechanisms of synaptic potentiation in 372 
which distinct molecular signaling pathways converge to common functional endpoints in males and 373 
females. Neither of these studies provides an immediate explanation for our findings, but they support the 374 
idea that there are a number of biochemical and structural differences between males and females in the 375 
synaptic regulatory apparatus of 7 to 12 week old rodents.  376 
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Because the cytosolic tail of the GluN2B subunit binds to the first and second PDZ domains of PSD-377 
95 (Kornau et al., 1995), we tested whether the concentration of GluN2B in PSDs is altered by synGAP 378 
haploinsufficiency. In contrast to TARPs, the concentration of GluN2B in PSDs shows a strong positive 379 
correlation with the amount of synGAP (rank correlation coefficient ≈ 0.4), and is reduced in synGAP 380 
HETs. The rank correlation among individual animals is significant in both WT and HET animals and 381 
does not differ between males and females (Fig. 5). This data shows that synGAP plays a role in 382 
localizing GluN2B to the PSD, but that it is not the only protein involved.  383 
We reproduced our original finding that the amount of synGAP in the PSD does not influence the 384 
amount of NLG-1 and shows a trend toward a small inverse correlation with the amount of NLG-2 in 385 
PSDs (Walkup et al., 2016). Thus, although both synGAP and NLG-1 (Irie et al., 1997) bind to PDZ3 of 386 
PSD-95, reduction of synGAP does not increase the steady-state amount of NLG-1 in the PSD in vivo. 387 
The simplest explanation is that NLG’s have a higher affinity for PDZ3 than synGAP such that synGAP 388 
does not compete effectively with them for binding to PDZ3 in vivo. The affinities of NLG-1 and of 389 
synGAP for PSD-95 have been estimated by Biacore surface plasmon resonance technology; but, the 390 
measurement parameters were not directly comparable. A protein fragment containing all three PDZ 391 
domains of PSD-95 was found to have a KD of ~ 200 nM for a 16mer with the sequence of the carboxyl 392 
terminus of NLG-1 (Irie et al., 1997).  In our recent study, we found that nearly full length synGAP, 393 
missing only the first 100 residues of the amino-terminus, has an affinity for PDZ3 of ~650 nM and for a 394 
fragment containing all three PDZ domains of 5 nM.  It is likely that the competition for binding to PDZ3 395 
between NLG’s and synGAP is influenced by additional binding sites on PSD-95 or on other scaffold 396 
proteins for NLG’s and/or synGAP.  397 
These results illustrate the complex role that synGAP plays in modulating the steady-state 398 
composition of the PSD. It can compete with some proteins for localization in the PSD and it can help to 399 
concentrate others. The results are consistent with the concept that the structure of the PSD is a dynamic 400 
equilibrium governed by multiple protein associations and driven by the relative concentrations of each 401 
protein and the affinities of their mutual binding domains. This study has not tested the effect of the 402 
concentration of synGAP on the acute re-organization of the PSD that occurs, for example, upon 403 
induction of LTP. Our earlier finding that phosphorylation of synGAP by CaMKII, which is activated 404 
upon induction of LTP, reduces the affinity of synGAP for all three of the PDZ domains of PSD-95 405 
suggests that post-translational modulation of synGAP’s affinity for PSD-95 may initiate transient 406 
reorganization of the PSD in stimulated synapses. Disruption of this transient role likely contributes to the 407 
phenotypes of synGAP haploinsufficiency, but in ways that may not be different between females and 408 
males. 409 
   410 
Methods 411 
Animals. SynGAP KO mice were generated in the Kennedy lab, bred in the Caltech animal facility, and 412 
genotyped by polymerase chain reaction as described (Vazquez et al., 2004).  The LE-SynGAP1em1/PWC, 413 
hereafter referred to as SynGAP KO, rat model was produced by SAGE Labs, Sigma-Aldrich (now a 414 
subsidiary of Horizon Discovery, Saint Louis, MO, USA) using CRISPR/Cas9 based genome targeting 415 
strategies (Li et al., 2013). Briefly, CRISPR/Cas9 reagents and sgRNA targeting exon 8 416 
(gtgcatagagcatgtcgtccAGG) were microinjected into pronuclei of fertilized one-cell embryos from Long 417 
Evans rats and transplanted into pseudo-pregnant females. Live born pups were genotyped by Sanger 418 
sequencing of exon8 PCR amplicons. Founder #23 displayed a 2bp deletion 1bp insertion and was 419 
crossed to a wild type Long Evans rat to generate a cohort of heterozygous animals for breeding purposes. 420 
Tissue biopsies from pups were used for TaqMan genotyping using two primers (Forward: 421 
CCAAGAAGCGATATTACTGCGAGTT and Reverse: GGAAGTGGTCCGTGCATAGA) and two 422 
reporter probes (WT: CCTGGACGACATGC and KO: TGCCTGGATACATGC). Homozygous 423 
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SynGAP KO rats die perinatally, but heterozygous (HET) SynGAP KO rats appear healthy and are fertile. 424 
To verify knockout of expression of synGAP, forebrain homogenates of P5 littermate rats (n KO=3, n 425 
HET=5, n WT=2) were prepared in radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer containing protease and 426 
phosphatase inhibitors (cOmplete EDTA-free), immunoblotted with a primary antibody raised to 427 
panSynGAP (1:4000; Abcam AB77235), and imaged on an Odyssey infrared imaging system (Li-COR 428 
Bioscience) as previously described in (Till et al., 2012). Total protein levels on the blot were visualised 429 
with the Pierce Reversible Protein Stain Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #24580) and quantified with 430 
ImageJ gel analyzer software. Protein bands of interest were quantified with Image Studio Lite v5.0 (Li-431 
COR Bioscience). The expression level of each protein of interest was first normalized to total protein, 432 
followed by normalization of the data to the average wild-type levels, which were considered to be 100%. 433 
Upon weaning each animal was given an ear punch ID associated with a unique ID number, sexed, 434 
and genotyped. Tissue from the ear punch was used for genotyping both mice and rats, although some 435 
mice were genotyped with tissue from the tail. Mice were genotyped by polymerase chain reaction as 436 
described (Vazquez et al., 2004) and rats were genotyped via sequencing performed by Transnetyx, Inc. 437 
Cordova, TN.  The ID numbers linked the genotype and all other metadata for an animal to its PSD 438 
samples.  439 
Preparation of PSD Fractions.  PSD fractions were prepared from individual WT and HET mice and 440 
rats that were either 7.5 weeks or 12.5 weeks old, by a modification of a standard method (Cho et al., 441 
1992; Cohen et al., 1977).  The ID numbers were used to label, and track tissue samples and extracts after 442 
harvesting from the animal.  Animals were killed by decapitation according to a protocol approved by the 443 
Caltech Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.  The following steps were carried out at 4° C. 444 
Forebrains were dissected from each animal, rinsed in Buffer A (0.32 M sucrose, 1 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM 445 
MgCl2, 0.5 mM CaCl2, 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl chloride [PMSF, Sigma Millipore, St. Louis, MO]). 446 
Each individual forebrain was homogenized in Buffer A (10% w/v, 4.5 ml for mice and 13.5 ml for rats) 447 
with 12 up and down strokes of a teflon/glass homogenizer at 900 rpm. Homogenates were subjected to 448 
centrifugation at 1400 × g for 10 min. The pellet was resuspended in Buffer A to 10% w/v (3.8 ml for 449 
mice, 12 ml for rats), homogenized (three strokes at 900 rpm) and subjected to centrifugation at 710 g for 450 
10 min. The two supernatants were combined and subjected to centrifugation at 13,800 g for 10 min. The 451 
resulting pellet was resuspended in Buffer B (0.32 M sucrose, 1 mM NaHCO3; 2ml for mice, 8 ml for 452 
rats), homogenized with 6 strokes at 900 rpm in a teflon/glass homogenizer, and layered onto a 453 
discontinuous sucrose gradient (equal parts 0.85 M, 1.0 M, and 1.2 M sucrose in 1 mM NaH2CO3 buffer; 454 
10.5 ml for mice, 30 ml for rats). Gradients were subjected to centrifugation for 2 hours at 82,500 g in a 455 
swinging bucket rotor. The synaptosome-enriched layer at the interface of 1.0 and 1.2 M sucrose was 456 
collected, diluted with Buffer B, 7 ml for mice and 20 ml for rats, then added to an equal volume of 457 
Buffer B containing 1% Triton (10% X-100 Surfact-Amps, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). 458 
The mixture was stirred for 15 min at 4°C and subjected to centrifugation for 45 min at 36,800 g. The 459 
pellet, which contained the PSD-enriched Triton-insoluble fraction, was resuspended in 0.5 -1.0 ml 40 460 
mM Tris pH 8 with a 21-gauge needle attached to a 1 ml syringe, and then homogenized with six strokes 461 
at 900 rpm in a teflon/glass homogenizer. Samples were flash-frozen, and stored at -80° C. Protein 462 
concentrations were determined by the bicinconic acid method (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Individual 463 
mouse brains yielded ~1.25 mgs and individual rat brains yielded ~3.5 mgs protein.  The yield was 464 
sufficient to measure the ratio of amounts of five separate proteins to PSD-95 for each individual animal. 465 
Immunoblots.  To measure each of the five proteins, an equal amount of protein from each sample (5 466 
μg) was dissolved in SDS-PAGE sample buffer (50 mM Tris-HCL pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 5% b-467 
mercaptoethanol, 0.005% bromophenol blue), heated at 90 °C for 5 min, loaded into acrylamide gels in a 468 
random order with respect to genotype and sex (8% gel for analysis of synGAP, GluN2B, NLG-1 and 2; 469 
or 12% for TARPs), fractionated, and electrically transferred to PVDF membranes in 25 mM Tris, 150 470 
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mM glycine at 250V for 2-3 hours at 4˚C. Completeness of transfer was checked by staining of gels with 471 
Gel Code Blue (Thermo Fisher Scientific) after transfer. Membranes were washed for 5 mins three times 472 
in 20 mM Tris, pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl (TBS), blocked with Odyssey blocking buffer (LI-COR 473 
Biosciences, Lincoln NE) for 45 mins at RT, washed for 5 mins three times in TBS plus 0.1% tween 474 
(TBST) and then incubated in primary antibodies dissolved in TBST plus 5% BSA ON at 4˚C. Each blot 475 
was incubated with a mixture of mouse anti-PSD-95 (50% ammonium sulfate cut of Ascites fluid of 7E3-476 
1B8, AB_212825, dilution 1:10,000), and one of the following; rabbit anti-SynGAP (Pierce PA1-046, 477 
AB_2287112 dilution 1:3500), rabbit anti-TARP (EDM Millipore Ab9876, AB_877307 dilution 1:300), 478 
rabbit anti-GluN2B (raised in our lab, Zhou et al., 2007, see Fig. S1, dilution 1:1000), rabbit anti-NLG-1 479 
(Synaptic Systems 129013 AB_2151646 dilution 1:2000), or rabbit anti-NLG-2 (Synaptic System 129202 480 
dilution 1:1000). Membranes were washed for 5 min three times in TBST and incubated for 45 minutes at 481 
RT in 5% nonfat milk in TBST with a mixture of secondary antibodies including Alexa Fluor 680 goat 482 
anti-mouse IgG (Thermo Fisher Scientific A28183, AB_2536167, 1 μg/ml) to label PSD-95, and 483 
IRdye800-conjugated goat-anti-rabbit IgG (Rockland Immunochemicals, Limerick, PA, 611-145-122, 484 
AB_1057618, 1 μg/ml) to label the target proteins. Membranes were then given three 5 min washes in 485 
TBST, followed by three 5 min washes in TBS. Bound antibodies were visualized with the Odyssey 486 
Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences).  487 
Data Quantification and Analysis.  For each gel lane (representing a single animal) the ratio of the 488 
target protein (NLG-1, NLG-2, TARPs, GluN2B, or synGAP) to PSD-95 was calculated. Regions of 489 
Interest (ROI) were drawn around each protein band and the intensity within the box was determined with 490 
the use of Image Studio Light software supplied by LI-COR. To measure background, a box of the same 491 
size was placed in the lane in an unstained region above or below the band of interest. The intensity 492 
values were transferred to Microsoft Excel. For both the target protein and PSD-95, background was 493 
subtracted from the signal, then the ratio of the two background-corrected signals was calculated.  At least 494 
three technical replicates were performed for each animal for each target.  495 
To gather the data, cohorts of 7.5 week old mice, 7.5 week old rats, 12.5 week old mice, and 12.5 496 
week old rats were processed separately. Because of the large number of animals within each cohort 497 
(~40), gels were run and the samples were quantified over a few days and sometimes with different lots of 498 
antibodies. To normalize intensity signals within each cohort between different days and different lots of 499 
antibodies for Figs. 1 and 3, we first grouped the ratios for each target (e.g synGAP/PSD-95) according to 500 
the genotype and sex of the animals. For each combination of genotype and sex (e.g. WT male), we 501 
averaged the ratios determined for each target on each day, then calculated the overall average of these 502 
daily averages. To obtain correction factors that compensated for systematic small variations in signals on 503 
different days and for different lots of antibodies, we calculated the ratio of each daily average to the 504 
overall average.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        505 
 Each ratio for individual animals (ie. from a single lane) was then adjusted by multiplying by the 506 
appropriate correction factor.  Eighty percent of the correction factors fell between 0.5 and 1.75. One 507 
percent were larger than 2.75 and four percent were less than 0.5.  After normalized within cohorts, the 508 
ratios were used for the analyses in figures 1 and 3. This procedure allowed us to correct for technical 509 
variation within cohorts while preserving true differences in ratios based on species, age, genotype, or 510 
sex. Analyses for significance were carried out and graphs were created with Prism 8 (GraphPad 511 
Software, San Diego). The D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus test was used to determine the normality of the 512 
data sets. The means of groups of data were compared for significant differences with either a one-tailed 513 
Mann-Whitney test (when non-normal), or a one-tailed paired T-Test, as indicated. If the variances of the 514 
two groups were found to be different using an F test, a one-tailed T-Test with a Welch’s correction was 515 
applied.  516 
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To test rigorously for correlations among individual animals between the ratio of synGAP to PSD-95 517 
and the ratio of the other target proteins to PSD-95 (Figs. 2, 4, and 5), an additional normalization was 518 
applied with the use of Excel. We corrected for differences in intensity of signals between the four 519 
cohorts (i.e. 7.5 week old mice, 7.5 week old rats, 12.5 week old mice, and 12.5 week old rats) which had 520 
been analyzed separately. (The previous normalization only corrected for technical variation within each 521 
cohort.) Data for each cohort was divided into ratios from WT males, WT females, HET males, and HET 522 
females. Averages of the ratios for each protein within each of these groups, were calculated. The 523 
averaged ratios for each group were then further averaged across the cohorts.  A normalization factor was 524 
calculated for each protein in each cohort by dividing the average for the cohort by the overall average for 525 
all the cohorts. Then the appropriate normalization factor was applied to individual data points in each 526 
cohort. This sequence corrected for variation in the average intensities of signals between cohorts and 527 
groups (for example, the overall lower expression of TARPS in 7.5 week old HET females [Fig. 1B]) and 528 
allowed us to look for correlations between ratios among the individuals across cohorts. To determine the 529 
correlations between ratios shown in Figs. 2, 4, and 5, we treated data as non-normal and calculated one-530 
tailed Spearman rank correlation coefficients with Prism software. 531 
 532 
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Supplementary Figures 618 
 619 
 620 
Fig. 2S1.  Intensity of PSD-95 bands on immunoblots.  Blots were double-stained for PSD-95 and the 621 
target proteins as described under Methods.  SynGAP, GluN2B, NLG-1 and NLG-2 were fractionated on 622 
8% gels.  TARPS were fractionated on 12% gels. The averaged intensity of staining of PSD-95 was not 623 
statistically different between WT and HET (A) or between Male and Female (B), measured on blots of  624 
8% or 12% gels.   625 
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 627 
 628 
 629 
 630 
 631 
Fig. 2S2.  Correlation analysis between synGAP/PSD-95 and TARP/PSD-95 for data from 7 and 12 week 632 
old mice and rats.  Data was acquired as described under Methods and in Fig. 2.  The small individual 633 
data sets indicated in the headings of each panel were normal in distribution.  Therefore, Pearson’s r, the 634 
parametric equivalent of the non-parametric Spearman’s coefficient, was calculated for each set. A) A 635 
significant inverse correlation was found for 7 and 12 week old female mice, and a strong trend was 636 
present for 7 and 12 week old female rats.  B) None of the data sets containing only males showed a 637 
significant inverse correlation.  P-values indicating statistical significance are shown in red.  638 
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